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Abstract
Flame spray pyrolysis (FSP) is a method of quickly synthesizing active particles
in a flame. Precursors are dissolved in a flammable organic solvent before being sprayed
into the flame environment where they rapidly burn. Particle formation occurs on the
order of 10 milliseconds. FSP has been shown to be a viable method of producing
materials on an industrial scale, capable of producing grams of particles per minute.
Metastable structures which exist in the liquid phase, but are difficult to synthesize using
traditional impregnation methods can be formed with FSP due to fast quenching times.
For example, solid solutions of Ce-Zr synthesized using FSP have been shown to have
higher thermal stability when compared to Ce-Zr solid solutions made through traditional
wet synthesis methods. Flame made particles have been shown to have higher activity in
a variety of catalytic reactions, including oxidation reactions, photocatalytic reactions,
and combustion reactions.
Due to the favorable properties of solid solution FSP materials, a flame spray
pyrolysis system was built using a premixed flat flame burner and atomizing nozzle for
the synthesis of Ce-Mn solid solutions. Liquid solutions with varying ratios of Ce and Mn
(1:1, 1:3, 3:1) were synthesized in the FSP system under a variety of different conditions.
The liquid to dispersion gas ratio and atomization pressure were altered in order to
determine each parameter’s effect on final particle morphology and stability. Particle
morphology was characterized using x-ray diffraction and scanning electron
microscopywith energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy was used to
ii

determine the chemical composition of the materials, and TGA was used to determine the
amount of water and carbon in the material. The hydrothermal stability of FSP made CeMn solid solutions was also investigated.
Samples at each atomization pressure (P=0, 0.5, 1 bar) exhibited peaks
corresponding to both crystalline and amorphous ceria. The presence of amorphous ceria
indicates that complete combustion is not achieved. The lattice constants for crystalline
samples were calculated using Scherrer’s equation. The flame made Ce-Mn solid
solutions had lower lattice constants when compared to the literature value for the lattice
constant of ceria (5.411 A), indicating the incorporation of Mn into the ceria lattice.
Raman and TGA data show that incomplete combustion is occurring in the flame, which
matches well with the XRD data. Characterization of samples after water stability testing
revealed an increase in particle size when compared to fresh samples.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The process of industrially synthesizing particles in flames dates back to the
1970s with the synthesis of fumed silica and carbon black1,2. Fumed silica, also known as
pyrogenic silica named for the process used to create it, is still produced commercially
using flame synthesis by companies such as Evonik, Cabot, Wacker, and Tokuyama.
According to the most recent market analysis, the fumed silica market is expected to be
worth $2.26 billion by 20223. Flame synthesis is therefore a viable synthesis method for
large scale production of nanomaterials, up to 25 tons per hour, with particles in the 1200nm range4,5. In 2002, an estimated 10 Mt of nanomaterials were created using flame
synthesis techniques2.
Flame synthesis involves introducing a precursor, or precursors, traditionally in
the vapor or liquid phase into a flame where they will be rapidly heated and cooled to
form nanomaterials6. There are a variety of different types of flame synthesis including
vapor fed aerosol flame synthesis (VAFS), and liquid fed flame synthesis (LAFS)7.
VAFS techniques, while used in industry, are severely limited due to low volatility of
many precursors2. Flame spray pyrolysis (FSP) is a specific type of LAFS in which liquid
precursors are delivered to the flame in a solvent which acts as the fuel8. Flame assisted
spray pyrolysis (FASP) is very similar to flame spray pyrolysis except the liquid
precursors are not delivered with the fuel8. Liquid fed flame synthesis techniques are of
special interest since the precursors can exist in formations in the solvent that are not
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otherwise possible outside the liquid phase. The metastable phases present in the liquid
can be retained in the nanomaterials due to fast quenching times which are integral to
flame synthesis techniques, making liquid flame synthesis a highly useful process of
particle formation7.
Flame synthesis of nanomaterials is much faster than traditional synthesis
techniques and eliminates the need for post processing steps, like filtering and washing,
in most cases. Due to the successful commercialization of flame synthesis and the many
advantages of the process compared to wet synthesis techniques, new applications of this
synthesis method are currently being investigated, specifically the investigation of
catalysts for a variety of different reactions9,10. One of the main advantages of flame
spray pyrolysis over other LAFS techniques is the homogeneity of the resulting
nanomaterials which can be well controlled by manipulating the precursor to solvent
solution ratio7,8. Flame synthesis is typically a one step process and has the ability to
produce large quantities of thermally stable nanomaterials in a short period of time
making flame synthesis operations industrially applicable, like in the case for fumed
silica4. Compared to traditional nanoparticle synthesis techniques such as co-precipitation
and impregnation, flame synthesis takes much less time since there is a single, simple
step. Further calcination, washing, and drying are not necessary for flame synthesized
materials which eliminates a large amount of post-processing time.
Flame made particles undergo high temperatures, usually around 1200-2000°C, in
the flame eliminating the need for calcination or other heat treatment after synthesis5,11.
The high temperatures of the flame typically lead to the formation of crystalline,
nonporous materials which also have high thermal stability. Due to the rapid heating and
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cooling of precursors, unique structures and morphologies can be achieved during flame
synthesis that cannot be formed via traditional impregnation methods7. The rapid cooling
of the nanoparticles can fix the structures in unique states which are often more active
and therefore more highly desired10. High activity of flame made materials has been
attributed to a variety of factors namely the formation of nanosized, highly dispersed,
crystalline particles12,13.
Solid solutions can also be made using flame synthesis13–15. Solid solutions are a
desirable formation with one metal atom substituted into the lattice of another metal
oxide, resulting in a material with a mixture of properties of the two starting oxides. CeO2
has been used extensively in catalysis for the increased oxygen mobility in the ceria
lattice due to the Ce3+/Ce4+ change in valency16. The oxygen mobility in CeO2 can be
further enhanced using dopants like Mn. MnOx has high oxidation ability, but activity is
often lost in oxidation reactions due to the formation of surface species like sulfates17.
Ce-Mn solid solutions have been shown to have the positive properties of both oxides
with a reduction in the disadvantages of each.
Ce-Mn solid solutions for example have been shown to have redox properties
similar to that of the ceria lattice and increased stability characteristic of MnOx
lattices18,19. Ce-Mn solid solutions are particularly of interest in the catalysis industry due
to the high oxygen mobility of the lattice and unique redox properties, both important
factors for a variety of chemical reactions, including low temperature oxidation of
various hydrocarbons20–24. In the case of low temperature CO oxidation, Ce-Mn solid
solutions have been shown to be highly active25–27. Ce-Mn solid solutions have also been
investigated as catalysts for selective catalytic reduction (SCR) reactions and reactions
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with NOx28. One of the main disadvantages of solid solution use is lack of thermal and
phase stability in the materials. In order to estimate particle stability, a degreening
process is generally used. Degreening simulates exhaust and reaction conditions with the
addition of both heat and water, both of which are known to cause phase and thermal
stability issues27,29.
In general, flame synthesis is a useful method of making thermally stable
materials since the compositions of the particles can be well controlled via changing
ratios in the feed solution, and the resulting particles lack impurities that are often present
in wet chemistry synthesis approaches due to additional chemicals such as precipitating
or washing agents that must be used in synthesis14,30. Ratios of precursor metals in the
feed solution can be retained in the resulting particles by altering solvent and precursor
types30. Catalysts synthesized in flames typically have high surface areas, and a strong
interaction between the support and the highly dispersed metal particles9.
Flame spray pyrolysis is a promising method of flame synthesis due to the
simplicity of the experimental setup as well as the multitude of precursor possibilities4.
FSP can be used to produce mixed metal oxide catalysts that are crystalline and
nonporous which can lead to having a high thermal stability8. The exact size and
morphology of the particles has been shown to be dependent on a variety of factors
including but not limited to the oxidant flow rate, fraction O2 in the flame, the chemical
makeup of the precursor, the residence time in the flame, and flame temperature 31,32. The
surface area of silica nanoparticles, for example, has been shown to be dependent on both
dispersion gas flowrate and fraction of O231. For most fuels, the flame temperature is
highest at the base of the flame where the fuel and oxidant meet, and decreases with
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increasing distance from the ignition point31. By controlling these key parameters, it is
possible to tune the size and morphology of the product particles for use in specific
applications however in order to tune these parameters the mechanisms of particle
formation must be better understood.
Synthesis of particles in a flame is a relatively simple process. The metal
precursors of the desired oxide are mixed with the solvent to form a liquid solution which
is sprayed into the reaction zone usually with air or oxygen as a dispersion gas. The
reaction begins when the precursor solution is ignited by the pilot flame. The pilot flame
can be a small diffusion flame(s) or a flame stabilized on a burner. When the solvent is
ignited, it evaporates quickly, followed by the rapid evaporation of the precursor, leaving
behind a precursor vapor of metal radicals7. Once the evaporation takes place, the
precursor metal vapor radical species begin to nucleate into molecules and grow through
coagulation and sintering into nanoparticles7. As the sintered nanoparticles continue to
travel upwards through the flame, they begin to collide and form larger particles, either
aggregates or agglomerates7. Aggregates are chemically bound groups of particles which
cannot be separated after synthesis whereas agglomerates are physically bonded groups
of aggregates which can undergo separation after synthesis7. The synthesis reaction
always takes place with excess oxygen, which leads to oxide particles being formed.
Unfortunately, the mechanisms by which the particles nucleate and grow from the
reactive metal radicals are unknown and difficult to determine. Since the particle
formation process occurs on the scale of milliseconds and in a harsh flame environment,
examining the radicals in situ becomes a difficult, but necessary in order to examine
formation mechanisms. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been used in
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the past to examine aerosols in a variety of applications from air pollution testing to
biological analysis to particle concentrations in a flame33–36. More recently, LIBS has
been used to determine the formation pathways for common radicals such as OH and CH
from solid and high activity materials using femtosecond laser pulses37,38. LIBS’ ability
to detect radicals on a such a short time scale is of great interest, particularly in the flame
environment. Application of LIBS to determine both the concentration and presence of
radicals in the flame at distinct points may help elucidate how particle formation is
occurring from the reactive radical species.
The objective of this work is to synthesize stable Ce-Mn solid solutions using
flame spray pyrolysis for catalytic applications. Chapter Two focuses on flame synthesis
and the parameters often used to alter particle properties. Chapter Three explains the
experimental setup and methodology. Chapter Four contains the results of this work.
Chapter Five is conclusions and Chapter Six is recommendations based on the current
work.

1.1 Literature Review
Flame synthesis has become a growing area of research in the past 20 years.
Pratsinis et al. designed a flame spray pyrolysis system consisting of an atomizing nozzle
surrounded by six small flameletes which act as the ignition source for the spray31. Since
the release of the design of the flame spray pyrolysis system, research into the liquid
flame synthesis field has exploded, much like nitrate particles in a flame. The list of
elements that have been used in flame synthesis is extensive, showing the true versatility
of the process in terms of possibilities of particles that can be formed in a flame12. Figure
1.1 shows a comprehensive list of materials that have been used in flame spray pyrolysis.
6

Figure 1.1 Periodic table with all elements that have been used in flame spray pyrolysis
highlighted to show the broad range of possibilities of FSP.
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Recently, solid solutions have been formed using flame spray pyrolysis14,15,39–41.
As stated above, solid solutions are of interest due to the synergistic combination of the
properties of two separate materials. One common issue with wet chemistry methods of
synthesis of solid solutions is phase segregation of the two metals from one another
creating a heterogeneous mixture21. Phase segregation occurs as a way to minimize the
lattice strain of a material so that the most thermodynamically favorable structure is
present22. Ce-Mn solid solutions, for example, tested in exhaust oxidation, showed
marked phase segregation of Mn out of the Ce lattice after exposure to reaction
conditions, due to Mn atom migration out of the ceria lattice to minimize energy29. Flame
synthesis has been shown to overcome this issue due to the fast quenching times in the
flame. Particles of each metal in the precursor solution are evenly dispersed and with fast
quenching times, atom migration to form separate phases is not possible30.
While flame made Ce-Mn solid solutions have not been commented on in the
literature, examples of flame made Ce-Zr solid solutions have been addressed. Stark et al.
determined that the homogeneity of the product material was dependent on the boiling
point of the solvent, with low boiling point solvents yielding phase segregated,
heterogeneous particles and high boiling point solvents yielding homogeneous particles13.
Schulz et al. demonstrated that flame made solid solution Ce-Zr particles retained the
solid solution structure even after stability testing 15. Zhang et al. showed that Zr
incorporation into the CeO2 lattice had an over all stabilizing effect on the material40. No
literature on flame made Ce-Mn solid solutions could be found. Ce-Mn solid solutions
prepared by impregnation and coprecipitation techniques however, have been discussed
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in the literature with both phase and particle size stability being common
issues16,17,21,22,42.

9

Chapter 2 Background
2.1 Types of Flame Synthesis
All flame synthesis falls under two main types; vapor or liquid synthesis. The type
of synthesis is consistent with the phase of the precursor when it is ignited. Vapor flame
synthesis, or aerosol flame synthesis, has existed much longer than liquid flame synthesis
methods, and is currently used for industrial production of carbon black and titanium
dioxide among others. Unfortunately, vapor synthesis methods are limited by finding
volatile precursors. Some elements, such as cerium, do not have any volatile precursors at
ambient conditions, and therefore synthesis of ceria in a vapor synthesis route would not
be possible. In order to make use of non-volatile precursors, liquid flame synthesis routes
must be used.
There are two main types of liquid flame synthesis, flame spray pyrolysis, which
is the focus of this work, and flame assisted spray pyrolysis. Flame spray pyrolysis (FSP)
is a specific type of LAFS in which liquid precursors are delivered to the flame in a
solvent which acts as the fuel8. Flame assisted spray pyrolysis (FASP) is very similar to
flame spray pyrolysis except the liquid precursors are not delivered with the fuel8. FASP
traditionally makes use of low enthalpy precursors that often cheaper than high enthalpy
alternatives. One of the main advantages of flame spray pyrolysis over other flame
assisted spray pyrolysis is the homogeneity of the resulting nanomaterials which can be
well controlled by manipulating the precursor to solvent solution ratio. In addition to the
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high homogeneity, flame spray pyrolysis particles are crystalline and nonporous which
aids in thermal stability8. These particle properties can be altered by changing the
synthesis conditions.
2.2 Solvent and precursor choice
Solvent and precursor type must be carefully chosen to ensure correct particle
morphology43. Simple organic based solvents like ethanol, methanol, acetone, etc. are not
often used due to the low boiling point of such solvents43. For desired particle formation
to occur, the metal precursor(s) must decompose to form metal vapors. If the boiling
point of the solvent is too low, the solvent evaporates quickly, and the precursor does not
thermally decompose, meaning pure metal vapors are not formed. While nondecomposed precursors will still result in particles, the particles will likely be
inhomogeneous due to the different decomposition products formed by the precursor44. It
has been proposed that the ratio of the solvent boiling point to the decomposition
temperature of the precursor must be equal to or greater than 1.05 in order to ensure full
precursor decomposition and achieve minimal particle size12. In order to achieve higher
boiling points, more complex solvents such as toluene, xylene, and flammable acids are
used40,45,46. Despite the temperature ratio, some examples of particle formation using
cheaper nitrate precursors have been reported43.
Organometallic precursors are generally more favorable for flame synthesis
applications30,47,48. Nitrate based precursors with low melting temperatures are usually
undesired due to the uneven decomposition of the precursor in the flame. The nitrate
molecules tend to “explode” which form uneven and asymmetric fragments which result
in inhomogeneous final particles30. Madler et al. found that bismuth oxide nanoparticles
synthesized from nitrate precursors resulted in large, small, and hollow particles49.
11

Additionally, nitrate and acetate based precursors have relatively low enthalpies and
therefore require a larger amount of energy to be provided by the flame environment30.
Low enthalpy precursors can be used for vapor fed flame synthesis or flame assisted
spray pyrolysis techniques, but are not feasible for liquid flame synthesis since the
precursor solution for FSP requires at least 50% of the energy for combustion to originate
in the precursor solution7,50. Organometallic precursors tend to decompose more
uniformly. Acetylacetonate precursors and ethylhexanoate precursors are both
organometallics that have been used in flame synthesis. Higher enthalpy solvents are
used because they require less energy from the pilot or ignition flame in order to form
product particles30. Solvents such as 2-ethylhexanoic acid, acetic acid, and xylene are
often used while solvents like ethanol and methanol are generally avoided12.
2.3 Dispersion gas
Both dispersion gas flowrate and dispersion gas composition have an effect on
final product morphology. Madler et al. found that the specific surface area of silica
particles synthesized in the flame is dependent on both the dispersion gas flowrate and
dispersion gas makeup31. Changes in the dispersion gas flowrate affect the properties of
the precursor spray, which when combusted leads to different particle morphologies.
Atomization spray occurs when a compressed gas is used to disperse a liquid into a fine,
even spray. The dispersion gas is compressed in order to form a pressure drop across the
tip of the atomization nozzle. For higher pressure drop, a smaller diameter droplet is
expected31. The pressure drop across the tip, and more directly the flowrate of the
dispersion gas itself, also effects the velocity of the spray particles. Higher flowrates lead
to higher pressure drops which result in higher particle velocity. If particle velocity is too
high, the particles do not spend enough time and flame and complete combustion may not
12

occur. For lower dispersion gas flowrates and lower pressure drops, particle velocity is
low, however the spray droplet size increases31. Both dispersion gas flowrate and
pressure drop need to be carefully selected in order to form a fine spray with a low
enough particle velocity to ensure complete combustion of the droplets.
Higher flowrates of dispersion gas result in smaller diameter particles which is
generally desired for most chemical reactions4,31. Since particle diameter can be
correlated to dispersion gas flowrate, it could be possible to target specific particle sizes.
The increase in dispersion gas flow decreases the average size of the precursor droplets
which in turn effects the final product diameter as well as the surface area. This can also
be expressed as the ratio of the precursor solution to the dispersion gas. Lower precursor
to dispersion gas flowrates result in smaller diameter particles which is a function of the
type of spray31. To maintain pressure drop and still control the precursor to gas ratio, the
area of the tip is often changed.
Madler et al investigated the use of air versus pure oxygen as a dispersion gas in
the synthesis of silica nanoparticles31. They compared the flame temperature at different
heights in the flame with either oxygen or air as the dispersion gas and using a high and
low gas flowrate (4.6 L/min and 2.8L/min). Both gases at both the high and low flowrate
showed equal flame temperatures up to 5 mm away from the surface of the burner. Past
5mm, higher dispersion gas flow led to significantly faster quenching rates when
compared to the lower flowrate, despite the use of oxygen or air31. For both flowrates, the
use of oxygen resulted in a higher flame temperature than air once past the initial 5mm
area closest to the burner31. This drop in temperature associated with air as a dispersion
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gas can likely be attributed to the amount of nitrogen in air which acts as a heat sink to
absorb the heat from the flame.

2.4 Particle growth mechanisms
Some basic steps in the synthesis of particles in flames are well agreed upon.
First, the solvent and precursor evaporate from the droplet of precursor solution to form a
precursor vapor51. Li et al. examined the ratio of the boiling temperature of the solvent
(Tbp) and the decomposition temperature of the precursor (Td) and found that the ratio is
important in determining final product morphology12. For cases where Tbp /Td <1.05,
known as the liquid to particle route, the solvent evaporates at a much lower temperature
than the precursor(s), and the precursor(s) will not decompose to form metal vapors.
Instead, the precursor will precipitate into small droplets on the surface of the spray
droplet, forming a shell and trapping in the remaining solvent12. Once the remaining
solvent evaporates, hollow shelled particles will be produced. For cases in which Tbp/ Td
> 1.05, known as the vapor to particle route, the precursor(s) fully decompose to form
metal vapors which then undergo a reaction to form the product particle vapor12. Very
little is known about the reaction process. Mueller et al. determined that the reaction step
occurs in the gas phase, however details of how the reaction proceeds are still not
known4. The process is difficult to study since traditional techniques, like infrared
spectroscopy, are not possible to use in the flame environment. The very short residence
time of particles in the flame (on the scale of a few milliseconds) also makes traditional
in situ measurements not possible8. Both the liquid and vapor to particles routes are
shown in Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of the vapor to particle and droplet to particle synthesis
mechanisms30.
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The liquid and vapor processes both begin with solvent evaporation. After
evaporation of the solvent, the precursor either evaporates to follow the vapor route of
formation or precipitates to follow the liquid route of formation. In the vapor route, the
product vapor particles then nucleate and begin to grow through coagulation and
sintering, eventually forming spherical primary particles51. The primary particles are
molten and highly reactive. In the liquid route, the particles either form hollow particles
due to precipitation of precursor forming a shell or the precursor shell collapses to form
larger primary particles for further reaction. The primary particles then collide to form
aggregates, groups of chemically bonded nanoparticles52. Once the aggregates form, the
aggregates collide to further form agglomerates50. Agglomerates are groups of primary
particles or aggregates of primary particles physically bound to one another via Van der
Waals forces ,and can be separated by grinding or another post processing method53. The
steps of particle growth in flames after the reaction are shown in Figure 2.2 below with
nucleation occurring closest to the flame and agglomeration occurring farthest from the
flame. It is important to note that these aggregation and agglomeration steps are occurring
outside the flame, during the rapid quenching of the particles before deposition onto the
filter paper.
There are many steps in the particle formation process which require modeling.
Heine et al. have worked to model the precursor and solvent evaporation in the flame, the
first step to occur in liquid flame synthesis54. To quantify solvent evaporation, the
temperature change of a droplet of solution must first be known. Assuming that the
temperature of the droplet is constant throughout, the temperature change can be
calculated using Eq 1
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Figure 2.2 Diagram showing particle growth steps in the height above the flame
beginning with particle nucleation from product vapor52.
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where Td is the temperature of the droplet in K, Qd is the rate of heat transfer of the
droplet in J/s, cp,fuel is the heat capacity of the solvent in J/(kg*K), and mmd is the mass of
the droplet in kg54. Eq 2 is for a droplet with a single component, for example pure
solvent. Based on the change in temperature of the droplet, it can further be shown that
the change in droplet diameter, dd, during the evaporation can be expressed as
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where m is the change in mass of the droplet and pd is the density of the droplet liquid54.
From Eq 2, the change in the droplet mass can be calculated as shown in Eq 3
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(3)

where

E/ =
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JHF*+,-,G

(4)

with Dg equal to the diffusion coefficient of the gaseous solvent, Sh being the Sherwood
number, Yfuel,s equal to the mass fraction of fuel at the surface of the particle, and Yfuel,¥
the mass fraction of the fuel in the bulk gas outside the droplet55. More complex
relationships must be formulated for use with droplets which contain multiple
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components, specifically components with different physical properties55. For liquids
with multiple components, the droplet diameter is modeled using Eq 5
K
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and the change in mass of the droplet is
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for all i components in the drop with
PM,Q =
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where xi,s is the mole fraction of component i at the surface of the droplet, xi,d is the mole
fraction of component i in the bulk of the droplet, Pfuel is the saturated vapor pressure of
the fuel, and Ptotal is the total vapor pressure54,55.
Once the solvent and precursor are evaporated, the product vapor particles are
formed. The mechanics of particle movement and collision in the flame have been
studied primarily by Ulrich in the 1970’s56. Once nucleation of the vapors occurs,
coagulation of particles begins, with coagulation being dependent on the collisions of
particles. Coagulation can fall into two main categories, either a free molecule aerosol
region or a continuum region. Ulrich found that for silica particles synthesized in a flame
the free molecule aerosol region of coagulation should be used56. He found that the
number of particle collisions could be related to kinetic theory as shown below
ZM[ = \
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(8)

where Lij is the number of collisions of particles with i mass and particles with j mass, k
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, mi and mj are the mases of each particle, r
is the radius of each particle and N is the concentration of each particle in the flame56.
Furthermore, Ulrich found that the change in concentration of particles (N) can be
expressed as a function of the number of collisions (Lij) and the sticking coefficient (c)56
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Interestingly, Heine et al. make estimations of particle coagulation using the
continuum region, also known as Brownian coagulation54. In fact, many researchers note
that Brownian coagulation occurs in the flame57–60. For Brownian coagulation the change
in concentration of particles can be modeled using
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for N equal to the particle number density of i or j respectively, and B equal to the
Brownian collision frequency54.

2.5 Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an analysis technique gaining
new interest due to its fast analysis times, unobtrusive method, and the ability to analyze
solids, liquids or gases61. LIBS can be used to detect any element, ion, or even radical in
a sample of any phase without sample preparation61. LIBS is particularly of interest for
use in flame spray pyrolysis systems since many radicals are present in the flame
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environment. Accurately detecting the radicals in the flame is crucial for deducing
formation mechanisms. A LIBS system contains a high powered laser that pulses on the
sample of interest, exciting part of the sample into a plasma state, where electrons are
excited with energy62. As the plasma cools, electrons return to their lowest energy state
which results in the emission of light with specific wavelengths63. These emission events
are specific to each element or radical molecule, and can therefore be used to determine
the specific makeup inside the flame, including the presence of atoms of a particular
element and radical species. Simultaneously, a spectrometer is directed toward the
sample to record the emission spectra as the sample is excited by the laser. An example
of a LIBS system can be seen in Figure 2.3 below.
LIBS systems have been applied to vapor flame synthesis systems and have been
shown to yield spectra consistent with the particles being made in the flame with
incredibly low detection limits35. LIBS has been shown to have detection limits as low as
6 ppb for Na and 7.2 ppm for Mn in the gas phase62. Archontaki et al. found that
detection limits in aerosols were only mildly affected by droplet diameter62. In the case of
titania nanoparticles for example, emission intensity only started decreasing for particles
under ~6nm36.
There are, however, some challenges to using a LIBS system to examine a flame
environment, specifically filled with nanoparticles. The first challenge is determining
how the laser and the nanomaterials are going to interact since excitation, ablation and
atomization are all possible61. Bremsstrahlung emission is another challenge often faced
in LIBS where an electron loses energy and releases photons which oversaturate and, in
effect, “blind” the detector63. To prevent oversaturation of the detector, gating delays are
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy system for use with flame.
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used36. Gating delays are a method in which the detector does not begin data collection
for a certain amount of time, often microseconds, after the pulse has ended36. Multi
precursor systems present another problem as the emission spectra of many metals
overlap and may be difficult to deconvolute.
Recently, Zhang et al. found a way to selectively excite solid particles by varying
the laser power and pulse time so that the gas particles from the flame are not excited34.
This is of special interest for flame synthesis applications since examination of only solid
nanoparticles in the flame was made possible. Zhang et al. were also able to relate the
intensity of the peaks in the emission spectra to the volume fraction of the material, in
their case titania, in the flame34. Volume fraction measurements were found to be
dependent on both the laser pulse energy and particle size for particles under ~8nm34.
LIBS has also been recently used to examine radical species present in the
environment of high energy solids38. The ability of LIBS to detect radical species from
the excited plasma is an important analysis technique that can be used to predict
formation mechanisms of molecules. Sreedhar et al. used analysis of radical species from
LIBS in different environments to postulate the formation mechanisms for molecules of
high energy solids38. The use of different gaseous environments changes the excitation
and decay times of the radicals, times which can then be used to predict mechanisms. The
same technique was used by Serrano et al. to explore the molecular formation pathways
of radicals containing hydrogen in solids.
For solid analysis, only one spectra is needed for each condition, however the
changes in environment like those present in flames require the collection of multiple
spectra for each condition. The combination of multiple spectra at multiple conditions
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can result in a very large amount of data, which cannot be examined by hand. It therefore
becomes important to have a machine learning algorithm to identify spectra of interest
very quickly. This algorithm needs to have the ability to identify similar peaks for spectra
at the same condition as well as examining differences in spectra for different conditions
such as changes in peak position or area.
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Chapter 3 Experimental
3.1 Building the Flame Spray Pyrolysis Reactor
The two main components of the flame spray pyrolysis reactor are the ignition
source and the spray source. Small flameletes are most commonly used in the literature as
an ignition source for the spray, as discussed above. McKenna burners are often used in
combustion and soot research due to the constant temperature profile in the area above
the burners. Since one key factor in flame spray pyrolysis is the temperature, a McKenna
burner was chosen as the ignition source. The near constant temperature profile above the
surface of the burner should create a uniform environment for particle formation to occur,
eliminating any possible changes in the precursor flame environment. The McKenna
burner also adds a large amount of energy and radicals to the flame environment.
McKenna burners are available commercially and can be designed with an axial tube
through the center of the burner.

3.1.1 McKenna Burner
The McKenna burner was purchased from Holthius Flat Flame. The burner
consists of a bronze sintered porous plug 6 cm in diameter surrounded by a 6 mm anulus.
Additionally, a 1.0 mm stainless steel tube is present in the center of the burner and
bisects both the mixing chamber and the porous plug. The porous plug sits on top of a
chamber in which the methane and air gases mix before forming a flat flame atop the
burner. The center mixing chamber of the burner contains a copper coil through which
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cooling water is circled to keep the temperature of the burner chamber near ambient. The
surrounding gas flow from the anulus acts as a shroud to enhance the stability of the
flame on the burner and ensure no interruptions occur in the temperature profiles above
the burner.

3.1.2 Atomization Nozzle
Spray droplet size changes with differing nozzle types. The most common nozzle
type used in the literature for flame spray pyrolysis is an atomizer nozzle. An atomizer
nozzle features two fluid inlets, one for the liquid and one for the gas in which the liquid
is going to be dispersed. The main benefit of using an atomizer nozzle is dispersing the
liquid into a fine, even spray. Since droplet diameter is an important factor in
combustion, an atomizer nozzle was used for the flame spray pyrolysis reactor design.
A Schlick atomizing, full cone, spray nozzle was ordered through Orthos Liquid
Systems. The two-fluid nozzle has an outside diameter of 1.0mm and was inserted
through the axial center tube of the burner with the tip of the nozzle flush with the surface
of the burner. The nozzle consists of a liquid pipe surrounded by an air pipe. The two
fluids meet at the tip of the nozzle, where atomization occurs. The tip of the fluid pipe is
0.5mm in diameter and the hole in the air pipe is 2.0 mm in diameter. The gap area is
adjusted by altering the height of the liquid tip inside the air pipe. The gap area is very
small and difficult to measure so pressure drop across the nozzle is used as a metric
instead. The height of the liquid tip is adjusted until the pressure drop reaches the desired
value.
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3.1.3 Particle Collection
Particles are collected 13 inches above the surface of the burner on a piece of
Whatman Glassfiber B filter paper with the aid of an Alcatel 2008A vacuum pump. A 15
cm outer diameter filter holder was designed with a cooling water channel for particle
collection. The cooling water channel enables the filter to stay cool despite being
centered above the high temperature flame. A cool filter aides in the collection of
particles due to a thermophoretic effect, hot particles sticking to the cool paper. A cool
filter holder also stops particles from continuing to form aggregates and agglomerates
while on the paper. Particles are then collected from the filter paper. A diagram of the
entire flame spray pyrolysis reactor is shown in Figure 3.1 below.
3.2 Particle Synthesis
Due to the large amount of data in the literature regarding silica production via
flame synthesis, the burner was first optimized and tested with silica4,41,64.
Hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) was used to form SiO2 particles. The conditions which
resulted in the most stable burner flame (equivalence ratio = 1.0 and total flow = 12
L/min) were determined. The optimum shroud gas flowrate was found to be 0.5 L/min,
however later testing revealed the shroud gas had a negative effect on burner flame
stability when coupled with the nozzle gas flow.
Synthesis testing then moved on to the use of Ce and Mn nitrates in ethanol.
Many samples of Ce-Mn nitrates were synthesized with varying precursor flowrates,
dispersion gas flowrate, and dispersion gas O2 content. Beginning samples were
synthesized with air as a dispersion gas at a flowrate of 8 L/min and with zero
atomization pressure. Particles collected with air as a dispersion gas were found to
contain few crystalline structures and were more of a paste consistency than a fine
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Figure 3.1 Diagram of the flame spray pyrolysis system including the nozzle, burner, and
particle collection.
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powder as expected. It was concluded that high nitrogen gas content of air was causing
excess cooling in the flame due to the relatively large heat capacity of nitrogen. To
decrease the amount of nitrogen gas in the flame, pure oxygen was used as the dispersion
gas. Despite the use of O2 as a dispersion gas, particles collected were still not a fine
powder. This was attributed to the low boiling point of ethanol. Solvents with higher
boiling points were then considered.
2-ehtylhexanoic acid (EHA) is a solvent commonly used in flame spray pyrolysis
literature due to its high boiling point (228°C). A mixture of EHA and another lower
boiling point solvent is often used, likely due to the viscosity of the EHA. A mixture of
EHA and toluene was used for further FSP testing. High boiling point solvents like EHA
are commonly used with organometallic precursors so acetylacetonate precursors were
used for further FSP testing. The flame made catalysts were synthesized in the flame
spray pyrolysis reactor with the conditions listed in the Table 3.1 below for each sample.
The nitrate sample was prepared using Ce(NO3)3 and Mn(NO3)2 precursors in the
ratio stated in Table 3.1 above. For the samples prepared with acetylacetonates, Ce (III)
2-4 pentanedionate hydrate and Mn (III) acetylacetonate. For samples synthesized with
nitrate precursors, ethanol was used as the solvent. For acetylacetonate precursors, a
mixture of 1:2 by volume of 2-ethylhexanoic acid and toluene was used as the solvent.
Precursor solutions were stirred overnight to ensure complete dissociation in solution. For
each sample, 100 mL of 0.1 M solution was prepared and fed to the atomizing nozzle via
a syringe pump with the liquid flowrate listed in Table 3.1 above. Samples were scraped
directly from the filter paper without post synthesis processing for characterization.
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Table 3.1 Synthesis parameters and labels for each flame synthesis sample.
Ce:Mn
mol
ratio
3:1
1:1
1:3

Precursor Type

Precursor
(mL/min)

Oxygen
(L/min)

Sample Name

Nitrates
Acetylacetonates
Acetylacetonates

Pressure
drop
(bar)
0
0.5
0.5

0.8
1.6
1.6

8.0
4.0
4.0

1:1

Acetylacetonates

1.0

1.6

4.0

3:1

Acetylacetonates

1.0

1.6

3.6

1:3

Acetylacetonates

1.0

1.0

3.6

3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0
1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0
1Ce3MnP0.5A
l1.6O4.0
1Ce1MnP1.0A
l1.6O4.0
3Ce1MnP1.0A
l1.6O3.6
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
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The baseline 1Ce1Mn_Co-Precip sample was prepared using a co-precipitation
method consistent with those in the literature26,27. Ce(NO3)3 and Mn(NO3)2 precursors
were mixed in a 1:1 mol ratio. 30mL of a 1 M (NH4)2CO3 solution were used as a
precipitator. After addition of the precipitator, the solution was sonicated for two hours.
Following sonication, the sample was filtered and washed repeatedly with ethanol and
distilled water, followed by drying for 8 hr at 105°C and calcination for 6 hr in air at
500°C.

3.3 Nanoparticle Characterization Methods
A Rigaku Miniflex II desktop diffractometer with a Cu Ka source and D/teX
Ultra 250 silicon strip detector was used to collect powder X-ray diffractograms (XRD
data).
Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out on a Shimadzu TGA-50
Thermogravimetric Analyzer. Samples were heated to 750°C at a rate of 3°C/min under
constant air flow.
The stability of the samples in the presence of water was tested in a tube reactor.
25mg of the sample were mixed with 50mg of sand in order to prevent channeling in the
catalyst bed. The bed was secured in the tubular reactor using quartz wool. Samples were
heated to 750°C under nitrogen flow before reaction gas was allowed access to the
catalyst bed. The feed gas consisted of 15 % water, 3% oxygen and balance nitrogen with
a GHSV of 40,000. Water stability testing was carried out at 750°C for four hours.
Raman spectra were collected using a Horiba XploraPLUS Raman microscope
with a 638nm 30mW diode laser source and a grating of 1200 gr/mm. A TE air cooled
CCD detector was used to collect the spectra through a 50x LWD lens.
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A laser induced breakdown spectroscopy system was built to analyze particle
formation in the flame spray pyrolysis system. A YAG:nd laser with E= W was pulsed
for 10ms. The laser was focused on a spot approximately 1 inch above the tip of the
nozzle. A beam dump positioned behind the burner captured the remaining laser. A
columnated spectrometer was also directed toward the flame, at an angle of
approximately 40 degrees off center from the laser path. The spectrometer collected the
emission spectra which were subsequently saved for analysis.
Transmission electron microscopy was collected on a Hitachi HT7800 TEMwith a
120keV electron source. Before the deposition onto a TEM sample grid, particles were
ground in order to separate agglomerates, physically bonded groups of particles. Fine
particles were then dispersed in acetone using sonication. The grid was dipped into the
particle solution and dried before analysis.
Scanning electron microscopy images were collected on a Zeiss scanning electron
microscope at 7.0 keV. Samples were not processed, ground, before analysis in order to
see as made particles and agglomerates of particles.
3.4 Solid Solution Determination
One of the key factors in literature for determining the extent of incorporation of
Mn into the Ce lattice is the lattice constant for ceria. Every crystalline material has a
specific lattice constant based on the size of the smallest repeating unit of the structure.
The lattice constant reported in literature for ceria is 5.411 A and the reported lattice
constant for MnO is 4.385 A65. Vegard’s Law is a method of estimating the lattice
constant of a solid solution material using the lattice constants of the constituent
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crystalline lattices as well as the amount of each constituent in the solid solution. For
substitution of dopant B into the ceria lattice, Vegard’s Law can be expressed as
s = 5.411 + (0.022[dv − dwx ] + 0.0015[zv − zwx ]):v

(11)

where a is the lattice constant of the solid solution, rB is the radius of the dopant ion, rCe is
the radius of the cerium ion, zB is the charge of the dopant ion, zCe is the charge of the
cerium ion, and mB is the mole fraction of the dopant B.
Lattice constants were determined for each experimental sample using X-ray
diffraction peaks and Scherrer’s equation, shown below

{|

1 = v'RQ(})

(12)

where d is the crystallite size in nm, K is the shape factor, ~ is the wavelength of the Xray source, B is the full width half maximum in radians, and  is the Bragg angle of the
peak in radians. Particles were assumed to be crystalline spheres with cubic geometry so
a K value of 0.94 was used for calculation. The lattice constant, a in nm, can be
determined using Eq 13
É.ÑÖ |

s = 1√ℎ4 + Å 4 + Ç 4 = v'RQ(}) √ℎ4 + Å 4 + Ç 4

(13)

where h, k, and l are the plane values.
Peak shifting in Raman can also indicate the incorporation of a dopant into a
lattice. For ceria specifically, the incorporation of a dopant material into the lattice has
been shown to shift the F2g peak due to the Ce-O bond to a lower wavenumber. The shift
in wavenumber in literature is attributed to the increased lattice strain in the material due
to the substitution of smaller atoms into the lattice which increases vibration frequency.
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While not a qualitative measurement like calculating lattice constant, the shift in Raman
bands can still be used as an indication of solid solution formation.
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Chapter 4 Results
X-ray diffraction patterns were collected in order to analyze the crystallinity of
the samples. The diffractograms for each sample can be seen in Figure 4.1 below. Each
sample shows peaks corresponding with the (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes of the
cubic fluorite structure of CeO2. A small peak can be seen in the 3Ce1MnP1.0A spectra
around 2Q= 36°. This peak corresponds to the (211) lattice plane of Mn3O4 indicating
that some phase segregation has occurred. No MnOx peaks can be seen in any of the
spectra, besides the 3Ce1MnP1.0A spectra, indicating incorporation of Mn atoms into the
CeO2 lattice and formation of a solid solution without significant change to the CeO2
structure. All spectra exhibit a peak shift to lower 2Q which also indicates incorporation
of Mn ions into the lattice. Substitution of Mn3+ into the CeO2 cubic fluorite structure
results in a contraction of the lattice and subsequent lattice strain due to the smaller size
of the Mn atom compared to the ceria atom (0.72 A and 0.87 A respectively)20.
Contraction of the ceria lattice due to the incorporation of Mn as well as other dopants is
well reported in the literature24,42,65–67. The lattice constant is a measure of the amount of
deviation and therefore strain in the lattice, calculated using Scherrer’s equation.
Closer inspection of the XRD spectra in Figure 4.1 reveals a deviation from
expected peak shape. The spectra for 3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0, 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0,
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, and 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 all show a deviation from the
expected Gaussian peak shape25,68. The CeO2 (111) peak was examined closely and fitted
in Origin for each spectra in order to determine an accurate peak position for use in
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g

Figure 4.1 Diffractograms for each sample with a)1Ce1MnCoP, b)
3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0, c) 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, d) 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, e)
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, f) 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6, g) 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
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Scherrer’s equation calculations. The fitted CeO2 (111) peaks for each spectra other than
the baseline 1Ce1MnCoP which did not show a deviation in peak shape are shown in
Figure 4.2 below. Each spectra was fit using a Gaussian peak shape. Gaussian shaped fits
are often used to fit XRD data to emphasize peak position shifting due to Gaussian strain
in a material68. For each spectra, the peaks fitted by the software are shown in black. The
original peak data is displayed in the colors that have been used throughout. It can clearly
be seen that the 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0 and 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6 spectra are fit with a
single peak, indicating a single crystalline structure. In the spectra for
1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, and 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6, two peaks
can be deconvoluted for the single CeO2 (111) peak, indicating the formation of two
different ceria lattices in each sample. The peak positions for each fitted peak were then
used to calculate lattice constants based on Bragg’s law, seen below in Table 4.1 Particle
size estimates based on Scherrer’s equation are also shown in Table 4.1.
For each sample found to contain two convoluted CeO2 (111) peaks, two
different, distinct sizes of particles were found, as shown above. Samples
3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0, 1Ce3MnP0.5l1.6O4.0, 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, and
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 were all found to have particles on the scale of 7-15 nm and
larger particles on the scale of 41-57 nm. This large difference in crystal sizes suggests
that two modes of particle formation are taking place in the flame, the liquid to particle
route and the vapor to product route as shown in Figure 2.1 above. The larger particles
are likely due to particles formed via the droplet to particle route69. In this route, there is
not enough enthalpic content in the flame to completely evaporate the precursor and
solvent
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Figure 4.2 Zoomed in view of the peak fitting of the CeO2 (111) lattice peak for c)
1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, d) 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, e) 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, f)
3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6, g) 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
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Table 4.1 Lattice constants and particle sizes for each sample calculated using XRD data.
Sample

Lattice Constant

2Q (°)

Particle Size (nm)

(A)
3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0
1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0
1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0
3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6

28.98

5.279

10.5

29.28

5.332

56.6

28.80

5.364

25.1

28.99

5.329

10.1

28.88

5.351

50.5

28.83

5.360

14.8

28.76

5.372

56.5

28.93

5.342

22.4

29.34

5.268

7.14

28.94

5.340

41.6
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from the droplet30. A hollow structure is then formed which later collapses to form larger
particles. The smaller nanoparticles are likely formed via the gas to particle route30.
When the flame contains enough enthalpic content, the solvent is completely evaporated
and precursor vapors are formed which then undergo vapor phase reactions. FSP made
ceria nanomaterials containing both large and small particles, dubbed bimodal particles,
have been reported69. In the case of these ceria materials, increasing the enthalpic content
of the flame by utilizing different solvents was suggested. Table 4.2 below shows the
estimated enthalpy, equivalence ratio of the center flame, TBP/Tdecomp, and the size of the
small particles estimated using XRD. The percent of small particles in each sample,
estimated using the areas under the fitted peak curves, are also shown in Table 4.2.
In the case of the bimodal ceria particles in the literature, a trend of predicting
unimodal or bimodal structures based on equivalence ratio and flame height was
discovered, shown in Figure 4.3 below. While flame height was not measured directly for
each sample synthesis, all synthesis conditions resulted in flames around 3 inches tall,
corresponding to around 75mm. Using the equivalence ratios listed in Table 4.2 it is clear
that the synthesis conditions presented in this work fall along the line where the transition
of bimodal to unimodal occurs. This implies that a small increase in equivalence ratio,
such as lowering the dispersion gas flow, would result in the formation of homogeneous
unimodal particles.
It seems important to note that the 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6 sample had the highest
equivalence ratio, the highest TBP/Tdecomp, and unimodal small particles around 25nm
based on the XRD data. The smallest particles were achieved in the
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 sample, however the amount of small particles present in the
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Table 4.2 Calculated combustion ratios and parameters for each sample. For samples with
multiple particle sizes the smallest size particles were used.
Sample

Equivalence
Ratio

1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0

0.481
0.769
0.692

1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0
1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0

0.692
0.692

3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0

0.115

Enthalpy
Solvent
(kJ/mol)
4206

TBP/Tdecomp

% Small
Particles

0.7156

Particle
Size
(nm)
7.14

4206
4206
4206

0.7877
0.7499
0.7156

22.4
14.8
10.1

100.
75.7
87.0

4206
1367

0.7499
0.01360

25.1
10.5

100.
92.9
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86.8

Figure 4.3 Figure showing the relation between flame height and equivalence ratio for
forming mono- or bimodal ceria particles69.
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sample was the second lowest of all the samples, indicating the large heterogeneity of the
bimodal sample. When looking at the rest of the data, no apparent trends are present.
Literature suggests that particle size should decrease with increasing oxygen dispersion
flow and increase with increasing liquid flow. Neither trend was found to apply to the
data. The lack of data for a wide range of liquid and dispersion gas flowrates makes
correlation to a trend near impossible. Graphs for comparison of particle size to oxygen
flowrate, liquid flowrate, and other process parameters can be found in Appendix A.
Another correlation often applied to solid solution in literature is Vegard’s law.
Vegard’s law is a method to estimate theoretical lattice constants for a solid solution.
Vegard’s law was used to calculate the lattice constants of each fitted peak in the
samples. Ce-Mn solid solutions with varying ratios of Ce:Mn are well documented in
literature21,23. The addition of Mn atoms into the ceria lattice causes a reduction in the
lattice parameter of the ceria lattice due to the smaller size of the Mn atom when
compared to a Ce atom, (0.72 A and 0.87 A respectively)20. Literature shows that the
lattice constant of the solid solution is dependent on the synthesis method, with more
dispersed, smaller crystallite sizes resulting in a lower lattice constants and vice versa23.
The experimental lattice constants calculated using Bragg’s equation are reasonable when
compared to traditional synthesis methods in literature. Conventional co-precipitation of
a 1Ce1Mn catalyst in literature resulted in a lattice constant of 5.403 A, with the lattice
constant of the sample decreasing to 5.382 A with a plasma synthesis method23. Figure
4.4 shows the predicted lattice constants found using Vegard’s law, the experimental
flame synthesis lattice constants for the smallest particles of each sample, and lattice
constants from literature for comparison.
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of flame made sample lattice constants (circles) with lattice
constants in literature (squares), and theoretical predictions of lattice constants using
Vegard’s law (black line). The sample prepared with nitrate precursors is shown in
orange.
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The experimental lattice constants found using Bragg’s law do not match well
with the lattice constants predicted using Vegard’s law, as seen in Figure 4.4 above. The
essence of Vegard’s law is that the relationship between the lattice constant and one of
the constituents in the solid solution should be linear. Vegard’s law is generally
applicable to solid solutions, however the differences in lattice constants based on
crystallite size and dispersion are not explained by Vegard’s law23. Further, disagreement
between experimental lattice constants and Vegard’s law values for Ce-Mn solid
solutions specifically has been reported in literature, and is expected above Mn
concentrations of 5mol %, as can be seen in Figure 4.4 above22,70. The deviations from
Vegard’s law in literature were attributed to segregation of Mn ions on the surface of the
material, despite the lack of XRD peaks for MnOx. Deviations from Vegard’s law in
experimentally determined lattice constants were therefore not of great concern in this
work, as the lattice constants fell within the ranges suggested in literature. Error bars for
each lattice constant were determined to be 0.01A which corresponds to an instrument
error of +- 0.2 °Q. For all flame made samples, there is a decrease in lattice constant
consistent with the substitution of smaller Mn ions into the ceria lattice22.
Transmission electron microscopy images were taken for each sample in order to
confirm the presence of two distinct sizes of particles. Images for four of the samples can
be seen in Figure 4.5 below. The TEM images confirm the XRD results. Distinctly
different sized particles can be seen in the images for three of the samples,
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6, 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, and 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0. The
particles in each image were measured in an attempt to confirm the small particle
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Figure 4.5 TEM images for four of the flame made samples.
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percentage in each sample. Histograms of the particle size distributions are presented in
Figure 4.6 below. The particle sizes reported above do not match with the XRD results.
In the case of the small particles in each sample, on the range of 5-15 nm, particles could
not be distinctly visualized for counting. While small particles are clearly present in each
image, it is impossible to distinguish exact particle boundaries due to the lack of
resolution. In the case of the large particles reported in Figure 4.6 above, it is likely that
agglomerates were being measured. While the samples did undergo grinding as a method
of sample preparation, large agglomerates in the range of 100 nm, which is quite small
still, were deposited onto the sampling grid. Methods of finely grinding agglomerates
must be found in order to more accurately image. In terms of particle sizes, those found
with XRD are most likely correct.
Agglomerates of particles which are recovered from the filter paper without
further processing, like grinding, can be seen in SEM images. SEM images for some of
the agglomerated, untreated samples can be seen in Figure 4.7 below. Each image in
Figure 4.7 is clearly an aggregate of particles. All of the images show a porous material.
The images for 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0 and 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 specifically display
multiple spherical particles of varying sizes. The 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0 image appears
to be an agglomerate made up of many primary particles. This conclusion supports the
XRD data which indicates a uniform even particle size throughout the sample.
Raman spectra for the samples were collected in order to further characterize the
CeO2 lattice. The Raman spectra for the samples are shown in Figure 4.8 below.
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Figure 4.6 Particle size distributions found using TEM for four of the samples.
Resolution was not high enough to accurately measure particles under 25nm and
therefore particles under 25nm were not recorded.
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1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0

1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0
1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0

1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6

Figure 4.7 SEM images of agglomerates for some of the samples.
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Figure 4.8 Normalized Raman spectra for each sample a)1Ce1MnCoP, b)
3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0, c) 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, d) 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, e)
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, f) 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6, g) 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
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First, the Raman data for all samples contain an F2g peak around 460 cm-1
indicative of Ce-O stretching consistent with a CeO2 lattice71. The presence of the F2g
ceria stretching peak is consistent with XRD in that each sample contains a ceria lattice.
The Ce-O peak for the ceria lattice is noticeably shifted in multiple of the spectra. A
zoomed in view of the 460 cm-1 region is shown in Figure 4.9 below. The shifting of the
Ce-O peak has been reported before for ceria solid solutions24,42. The addition of dopant
Mn atoms into the ceria lattice causes a contraction of the lattice, as discussed above.
Lattice contraction leads to a higher frequency of bond vibrations compared to the
pristine ceria lattice24,42. The shifting of the Ce-O peak is further evidence that a solid
solution has been formed65. It stands to reason that the sample with the smallest lattice
constant, 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6, should exhibit the farthest shift in peak due to having
the largest lattice contraction, however this is not the case. The Raman data instead
indicates that the 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0 sample has the largest peak shift indicating an
interaction between the Ce and O in the lattice.
Upon close inspection, all of the samples, including the baseline coprecipitation
synthesized sample contain a small peak around 660 cm-1. This peak corresponds to a
stretch of a ceria lattice that contains an oxygen vacancy72. As discussed previously, the
presence of oxygen vacancies in the Ce-Mn solid solution is crucial for activity in
catalytic reactions such as low temperature CO oxidation and low temperature catalytic
combustion of methane23,26,27. Both the 460 cm-1 Ce-O peak and the 660 cm-1 oxygen
defect peak were fit in order to examine the relative amounts of each. The position of the
Ce-O stretch peak and the ratio of the areas of the ceria peak to the oxygen peak are
shown in Table 4.3 along with the particle sizes and lattice constants.
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Figure 4.9 Close up of the 460 cm-1 region for analysis of the Ce-O peak for each sample
a)1Ce1MnCoP, b) 3Ce1MnP0.0Nl0.8O8.0, c) 1Ce1MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, d)
1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0, e) 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0, f) 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6, g)
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6. The black line represents the standard 460cm-1 position of the
Ce-O peak.
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Table 4.3 Synthesis parameters and ratios for each synthesis condition.
Sample

F2g Peak

AreaCe

Particle

Lattice

Equival-

TBP/Tdeco

Position

AreaOvac

size (nm)

Constant

ence

mp

(A)

Ratio

(cm-1)
1Ce3MnP1.0

450.0

Al1.0O3.6
3Ce1MnP1.0

0.377
447.6

Al1.6O3.6
1Ce1MnP1.0

1Ce1MnP0.5
3Ce1MnP0.0
Nl0.8O8.0

0.7877
5.341

0.769

14.8
1.99

443.7

0.7499
5.372

0.692

10.1
0.390

441.4

Al1.6O4.0

0.481

22.4

449.8

Al1.6O4.0

0.7156
5.268

2.78

Al1.6O4.0
1Ce3MnP0.5

7.14

0.7156
5.350

0.692

25.1
4.32

458.1

0.7499
5.364

0.692

10.5
0.773

0.01360
5.278
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0.115

The sample with the largest shift in the F2g peak position was found to also have
the largest ratio of area of the Ce peak to area of the oxygen vacancy peak. This is
expected since more defects such as oxygen vacancies should cause more lattice strain
and therefore more peak shifting. The particle size of each sample is plotted versus the
peak area ratios in Figure 4.10 below. As can be seen in the figure below, there is a linear
relationship between the particle size and the peak area ratio of Ce to oxygen vacancies.
This is an indication that smaller particles contain more defects and oxygen vacancies,
which are both beneficial for oxidation reactions. This is consistent with trends in
literature that smaller, undoped ceria particles result in increased oxygen vacancies
compared to larger undoped ceria particles73.
Additionally of note in the Raman spectra, no peaks consistent with common
stretches in manganese oxide structures were identified further indicating the formation
of a solid solution. Standard Raman spectra for MnOx can be found in Appendix A.
Samples 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6 and 1Ce3MnP0.5Al1.6O4.0 contain a small peak
around 830 cm-1 consistent with asymmetric O-O stretching of a peroxide feature on the
surface of the ceria lattice71,74. Adsorbed peroxide species on the ceria surface can be
considered an indication of the defects and oxygen vacancies in the structure which are
advantageous for most catalytic applications26.
Interestingly, the Raman spectra for all samples synthesized with acetylacetonate
precursors have a peak around 1330 cm-1 and 1575 cm-1 which correspond to the D band
gap and G band gap of carbon, respectively75. No peaks consistent with carbon were
found in the XRD spectra of any of the samples synthesized using acetylacetonate
precursors. It is possible that the carbon is present in the amorphous phase which would
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Figure 4.10 Graph showing the linear relationship between the ratio of areas of the F2g
Ce-O peak divided by the O vacancy peak determined using Raman spectroscopy versus
particle size. Smallest particle sizes for each sample were used. The orange data point
corresponds to the sample synthesized with nitrates.
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not result in peaks in XRD. Raman is also much more sensitive than XRD so it is
possible that the carbon is present in very small amounts which resulted in the absence of
peaks in XRD. The presence of carbon in the samples can most likely be attributed to
unburnt solvent, most likely EHA since the boiling point of EHA is higher than that of
toluene. Another possibility is that one of the acetylacetonate precursors did not fully
combust in the flame.
TGA experiments were conducted to examine the amount of carbon species in
each sample. The weight loss profiles for some of the samples are shown in Figure 4.11
below. As can be seen in the figure below, the profiles for both 3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6
and 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0 display a temperature increase around 200° C, followed by a
rapid weight loss, and a decrease in temperature to around 205° C. This rapid heating
cannot be attributed to the instrument and therefore must be an exothermic reaction
occurring in the sample itself. The boiling point of 2-ethylhexanoic acid according to
literature is 228° C while the boiling point for toluene is only about 110° C. Based on the
boiling points of the solvents, any uncombusted toluene would have combusted around
110° C and a rapid weight loss would have been seen. Following this logic, uncombusted
EHA is likely the cause of the rapid weight loss and temperature increase in both the
3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6 and 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0 samples. Each of these samples lost
approximately 60% of the sample mass indicating that a large amount of unburned
solvent was present.
As expected based on the Raman data, the 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 sample did not
display the rapid weight loss or temperature increase as the other two samples. Two
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Figure 4.11 Normalized weight profiles for three of the flame synthesized samples.
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weight loss events can be seen in the weight loss spectra of 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6 , one
beginning around 150° C and another around 200° C. The first peak can be attributed to
adsorbed oxygen species on the surface of the material. The second weight loss event can
be attributed to carbon species loss as described above. The small loss in mass agrees
well with the Raman data which implies a small amount of carbon present in the sample.
The water stability of the Ce-Mn solid solution samples was also examined using
a packed bed reactor. Water stability of the solid solution was tested in order to simulate
the degreening process used in the automotive industry. Degreening is a process used to
determine the stability of a material under cycling exhaust conditions like those found in
cars. Particle sizes of the water stability tested samples were determined using TEM.
Water stability tested samples are indicated by _WS after the original sample name. TEM
images of the tested samples are shown in Figure 4.12 below. Particle size distributions
for samples before and after water stability testing determined using TEM are shown in
Figure 4.13 below.
As can be seen in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 particle size for both samples increased
after water stability testing. The bottom left corner of the 1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0_WS
seems to have a small area in which the original particle sizes may have been retained,
however measurement of these small particles was not possible, as with TEM of the fresh
samples. The thermal stability of flame made particles has been reported in literature so it
seems reasonable that at least part of the sample retained the small crystalline particles,
while the larger particles sintered together14,15. While this is not desired, some sintering
of particles is expected, as it is commonly reported in literature. The phase stability of the
solid solution is also of interest when investigating catalytic materials. Phase stability
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Figure 4.12 TEM images of the Ce-Mn solid solutions after water stability testing.
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3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O3.6
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6
1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.0O3.6_WS
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0_WS

Figure 4.13 Particle size distributions before and after stability testing.
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refers to retaining an even dispersion of dopant throughout the lattice structure, opposed
to migration of dopant throughout the lattice to form dopant rich areas.
Raman spectroscopy was used to further investigate the phase stability of the
samples after water testing. Raman spectra for the used samples are shown in Figure 4.14
below. As expected, the samples do not exhibit carbon peaks after water stability testing,
indicating that the carbon is oxidized during the reaction. The carbon species in the
samples were oxidized by the presence of the water or oxygen in the reaction gas mixture
and reacted, leaving the samples. The broad peak around 660 cm-1 corresponding to
oxygen vacancies in the ceria lattice is still present after stability testing for both the
1Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0_WS and 1Ce3MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0_WS samples. Since a pure
ceria lattice would most likely not have any oxygen defects, like the spectra for
3Ce1MnP1.0Al1.6O4.0_WS, it seems likely that at least some of the manganese is still
incorporated into the ceria lattice, indicating phase stability of the solid solution. This
conclusion is supported by the lack of peaks from manganese, as in the fresh samples.
While no manganese peaks can be seen in the Raman spectra after stability testing,
however, the F2g Ce-O peak for each used sample is well aligned with the standard value.
The lack of shifting in the F2g peak is consistent with an undoped ceria lattice. Elemental
mapping would have to be employed to determine for certain the phase stability of each
sample under water testing conditions.
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Figure 4.14 Raman spectra for fresh and spent water stability tested samples. The black
dotted line represents the standard value for the F2g stretch consistent with Ce-O.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
Ce-Mn solid solutions with varying concentrations were synthesized in a flame
spray pyrolysis reactor. Acetylacetonate precursors in high boiling point solvents, such as
2-ethylhexanoic acid and toluene, were found to have mostly heterogeneous particle
formations. Samples with homogeneous particles were also synthesized, though analysis
of the synthesis parameters shows no clear reason for the synthesis of homogeneous
versus heterogeneous particles. The lattice constants of the solid solutions were found to
vary according to the Ce content of each sample. XRD data indicates the formation of
both large and small particles in most of the samples indicating a bimodal structure was
synthesized. Estimated equivalence ratio calculations for the center flame during particle
formation were shown to have a linear correlation with particle size, when considering
the smaller particle size for the heterogeneous samples. Raman spectra and TGA show
that carbon is present in all of the samples synthesized with acetylacetonates, indicating a
degree of incomplete combustion occurring in the flame. Water stability tests indicate
that the solid solution of Ce-Mn may undergo phase segregation, but elemental mapping
is needed before any conclusions can be drawn.
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Chapter 6 Recommendations and Future Work
The next step in this research is to synthesize an entire test matrix of materials to
determine the effect of each parameter, if any, on the final product particles. A new
solvent with a higher enthalpy, such as xylene, should be used to replace toluene. The
amount of EHA could also be increased, however previous results showed increased
EHA hindered particle collection. Oxygen flowrates should be lowered to increase the
enthalpic content to the flame in order to form homogeneous particles. Alternatively, the
liquid precursor flowrates could also be increased to increase enthalpic content. A
combination of adjusting both oxygen and liquid flowrates is likely necessary. In general,
more combinations of different samples with varying factors is critical for determining
the effect of each parameter on product morphology.
Once understanding of the parameters has been achieved, particles with the most
promising characterization results, for example crystalline, with little to no products of
incomplete combustion, should be synthesized with Pd as the catalytically active metal.
Pd/Ce-Mn particles will be synthesized using the parameters for synthesis, oxygen
flowrate, atomization pressure, liquid flowrate, etc that resulted in the most promising
Ce-Mn solid solutions. Pd/Ce-Mn solid solutions will then be tested in methane oxidation
reactions at low temperature to determine their activity. Low temperature CO oxidation
experiments may be performed as well. The flame made Pd/Ce-Mn catalysts will be
compared to Pd/Ce-Mn synthesized using traditional synthesis methods.
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Another area that needs work is the implementation of the laser induced
breakdown spectroscopy system. Specifically, a machine learning algorithm for analysis
of the massive quantities of LIBS data needs to be written and implemented on the
previously collected Ce-Zr data. A new spectrometer capable of collecting emission
spectra at low wavenumber where Mn emission peaks are strongest is important as it
would enable analysis during synthesis of all Ce-Mn and Pd/Ce-Mn samples. The goal of
the LIBS system is to identify peaks of interest in the emission spectra that can be related
back to the material activity or other particle properties. In this way, it would be possible
to determine in situ, if the particles during synthesis will have high activity, a
revolutionary idea for catalysis.
To further explore the particle formation mechanisms in the flame, a TEM
sampling port will be built. The TEM sampling will allow for samples of particles from
different heights in the flame to be collected directly onto the TEM grid. Particles stick to
the TEM grid due to a thermophoretic effect of the cold grid being very briefly inserted
into the flame. This method of sampling in the flame has been cited in combustion
literature, but has not been often applied to flame synthesis. LIBS data combined with
TEM images could elucidate particle formation mechanisms by seeing step by step what
types and morphologies of particles are located in different areas of the flame. One of the
biggest challenges in TEM sampling of this manor is determining the time spent in the
flame. Too long in the flame, and the grid will be clogged with particles. Not in the flame
long enough and no particles will be collected.
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6.1 Preliminary LIBS Data
Emission spectra for various mixtures of Ce-Mn solid solutions with varying
parameters were collected using a LIBS system to identify changes in spectra based on
synthesis parameters. Subsequently, the main emission peak for manganese was out of
range for the spectrometer so the presence of manganese in the solution could not be
determined from the emission spectra. Zirconia was used as a substitute for manganese in
further testing since zirconia is known to form a solid solution with ceria and the
emission spectra of the element fell within the available spectrometer window. The
parameters used to collect the emission spectra for ceria zirconia precursor solutions with
varying ratios of ceria to zirconia, varying dispersion gas pressures, and varying liquid to
dispersion gas ratios, similar to the Ce-Mn samples above. Over 27,000 emission spectra
were collected in total. It is therefore impossible to review each spectra individually by
hand. A machine learning algorithm must be applied in order to sort through the data and
identify spectra of interest. Due to the routine flickering in the flame, not every spectra
collected contains useful information. Two selected spectra for samples
Ce1Zr3P1.5O4l0.8 and Ce3Zr1P0.5O4l0.8 are shown in Figure 6.1 below. Each sample
was collected at the conditions indicated in the name, oxygen dispersion gas at a flowrate
of 4 L/min and a liquid precursor flowrate of 0.8 mL/min. The comparison of spectra
from samples with the same conditions ensures that differences in the spectra are due to
the change in precursor ratio alone.
Ce and Zr spectra from the LIBS database available from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology were used for identification of the experimental LIBS data.
The standard spectra for Ce and Zr are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 below.
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Figure 6.1 LIBS emission spectra for two different ratios of Ce-Zr solutions.
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Figure 6.2 LIBS spectra for Ce from the NIST LIBS Database.
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Figure 6.3 LIBS spectra for Zr from the NIST LIBS database.
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As can be seen, both spectra have strong peaks around 500, 567, and 590 nm. As these
are present in both spectra, the peaks are assumed to be due to the flame itself and are not
of interest. The 3Ce1Zr spectra contains a sharp peak around 624nm which cannot be
seen in the 1Ce3Zr peak. This peak can be correlated to the presence of Ce (ll) based on
Ce reference spectra in Figure 6.2 above. While it is expected for both spectra to contain
peaks consistent with Ce due to the presence of Ce in both solutions. The Ce peak in the
3Ce1Zr sample is expected to be larger than that in the 1Ce3Zr sample due to the higher
content of Ce in the solution. Recently, Zhang et al have shown that the intensity of peaks
in the LIBS spectra can be correlated with the volume fraction of the element in the flame
34

Unfortunately, LIBS data for Zr past 600nm could not be found so the 400-500 nm

region was further examined. Closer inspection of the 400-500 nm range reveals another
Ce(II) peak in the 3Ce1Zr and 1Ce3Zr samples, shown in Figure 6.4 below. The Ce (II)
peak at ~424nm can be seen in both spectra, however the peak in the sample containing
more Ce is much larger than the lower fraction ceria sample. Differences in peak
intensities and positions for each trial must be compared in order to fully understand the
effect of the different synthesis conditions on the final material. In order to analyze a data
set this large, a machine learning algorithm must be used. Implementation and
development of the algorithm is ongoing.
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Figure 6.4. Zoomed in view of Ce-Zr spectra for peak comparison.
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Appendix A: Supplemental Figures

Figure A.1 Raman spectra for assorted MnOx from literature76.

Graphs showing trends for various parameters and particle properties. The nitrate sample
is denoted with an orange data point to view trends possibly among same precursor type
particles only.
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Figure A.2 Figure of Tbp/Tdecomp versus equivalence ratio.
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Figure A.3 Figure showing enthalpy versus Tbp/Tdecomp.
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Figure A.4 Depiction of lattice constant versus equivalence ratio.
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Figure A.5 Diagram of particle size versus Tbp/Tdecomp.
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Figure A.6 Depiction of particle size versus liquid feed rate.
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Figure A.7 Figure showing particle size versus equivalence ratio
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Figure A.9 Figure of lattice constant versus Tbp/Tdecomp
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Figure A.10 Depiction of Ce/O vacancy peak areas to percentage of small particles
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Figure A.11 Ce/O vacancy peak areas versus equivalence ratio
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Figure A.12 Percentage of small particles versus equivalence ratio.
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